
            STORE WITHIN A STORE
HANGER DISPLAY KIT

Hanger Display Kits include:

Side A Side B Features

Two (2) 24-inch shelves and one (1) 48-inch shelf with brackets, these shelves will greatly reduce clutter on the display.

Four (4) slotted acrylic product stands have acrylic dividers that can be switched in and out to accommodate a variety of Lug® products.

Eight (8) durable 15-inch chrome display hooks. Each hook curves up at the end to ensure products do not fall off the display.

Two (2) wire baskets that work great for items like our top-selling Undercover Bears® or Nap Sac™ pillow and blanket sets.

One (1) “waterfall” hook that slants downward to optimize space for our larger style bags.

One (1) Lug® branded base that features a top opening lid great to store extra back stock.

One (1) Lug® branded header sign for the top of display + two (2) mounting hooks.

One (1) vinyl banner + one (1) 48-inch mounting u-bar.

One (1) Metal stand with four (4) 2-inch twin-wheel casters (2 with brakes).

One (1) frame attachment with two (2) 2-inch twin-wheel casters.

Five (5) 48-inch hanger bars to attach shelves/hooks/baskets.

Safety Brackets and side-by-side connector brackets.

Fixtures available in white and grey. Product not included in kit.
Side B does not include metal stand and is only available with purchase of side A.

Side A + B

The Lug® HANGER display kit is the perfect tool to create 
and organize a Lug® display. Each display covers a 4ft x 8ft  
section and can be adjusted to fit 5ft, 6ft and 7ft heights and 
includes an engaging Lug® branded sign, banner and base. 

The best part about this kit is that it offers extreme 
versatility and mobility as the display can be easily changed 
in order to accommodate new Lug® products each season.  
The Hanger display also comes with a floating wheel base 
that can be locked in place when necessary.

Hanger Display - Side A: $300

Side A of the hanger display is the starter side of the display 
and comes with all components in below chart to do a full 
one side 4ft x 8ft section.

Hanger Display - Side B: $200

Side B of the hanger display is the duplicate second 
side of the display.  It is necessary to order Side A first to 
accommodate the  components to make Side B.

Lug® Store Within a Store Display Kits
For more information, please contact your Lug® representative
or send us an email at info@luglife.com www.luglife.com
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$200
LIMITED TIME SPECIAL!
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LIMITED TIME SPECIAL!


